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Depending on the construction of your home, there is no guarantee that the
Router may be located or relocated to the specific location you prefer. The
Verizon Routers must have a more robust cabling because of the 150/150
Internet speed. The cabling that the previous providers utilized were, in
most cases, installed when the homes were being built and now it may or
may not be possible to run the Ethernet cabling required for the higher
internet speeds to the same location or a different location. In rare cases,
the rewiring/cabling that must be done to relocate the Router may be a
service charge. If this is the case and you wish the cable to be relocated to
accommodate the preferred Router location, the Verizon Tech may do it or
Security has provided us with a list of companies that run cabling and have
worked in HM.
In some homes, depending on construction, an Extender (sometimes called
a second Router) may be necessary to provide WiFi to all areas of the
home. Extenders may be purchased through Verizon for approximately
$99, plus shipping or rented monthly for approximately $6.00/month. All
prices subject to change, of course. Contact Verizon at 1-800-501-1172 to
purchase an Extender.
Reminder, please check the WiFi in all areas of your home before the
installing Techs leave.
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NOTE: All wiring and cabling within our homes are owned by individual home owners. If you want a cable
or wire run to a new location the companies listed below have done work in HM.
Tom Saulino.
484-467-9328
Rate: Approximately $60/hr.
Tom is an independent contractor who has worked with Matt Ratliff of West Chester Security, The
Protection Bureau, and other alarm/security companies. Tom's in-laws live in Hershey's Mill. Tom has
worked on homes in HM.
Phone America
610-296-2850
(Ask For Tom Trevianko). Rate: Approximately $115/hr.
Located less than 10 minutes from Hershey's Mill
Jarman Electric
610-544-6311
(Ask For Bob Jarman).
Rate: Approximately $60/hr.
Jarman Electric has performed alarm repair work in Hershey's Mill for years.

